
Dream of Birds 

 

Make me a bed to sleep on so that I might dream 

of birds under a present sun in a place where 

swans of paradise drink rain water from puddles  

that remain calm after the sky has passed  

its hand over heavy and faded pillars of salt. 

 

Show me a dream that paints itself and let me  

see the Nitzana Chalk Curves standing upright  

in the wind away from the heavy stones  

where Andromeda once met Perseus  

at the gateway of a sea-dragon’s mouth.  

 

Remind me of when a galaxy lifted the ocean  

with its heavy tongue full of fire and sea foam. 

 

Tell me a good story when I am old of a river  

and of shade amidst tall grasses cast by arches  

of willow trees covered in vines and grape leaves  

that clutch close to tree bark where thistle grows  

rich with dark minerals in azure-golden soil.  

 

Lay my body to rest toward the end  

of the universe beside twin phoenixes 

pushing their black beaks and white feathers  

together. When tomorrow arrives let fireflies  

go in and out of the air between the world  

that I sleep in and the world that I wake in. 

 

I Am Evidence 

 

Lady Justice is not some peace-keeper of an eternal flame  



brimming with the cries of the forgotten. Her tears clean  

off stone tablets with rain on unmarked graves each season.  

Field after emerald field shoveled up and piled in with the dark  

matter of stolen and unknown souls.Where are the lamentations  

of our women written down? Don’t be so arrogant. This is war. 
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